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Comic Studies is a relatively young field compared to other disciplines such as film, 

television etc, when it comes to establishing itself as a serious art form. Although the history 

of comics itself dates back to 1930s, academic study of comics got its momentum starting 

around 1960s. (Beaty 103). Many scholars in the field of comic studies agree that with the 

introduction of Art Spiegelman’s Maus the perception about comics shifted in terms of its 

significance as literature and its position as a distinct powerful medium. Similarly, graphic 

novels by Alison Bechdel, Joe Sacco, Marjane Satrapi, Posy Simmonds, Adrian Tomine, 

Daniel Clowes and Chris Ware have brought diversity to what graphic narratives are as well 

as brought variation in their aesthetics. 

The contribution of scholarly articles, work by Will Eisner, Scott McCloud, Thierry 

Groensteen (translated from French) have helped to establish comic studies as a discourse 

field. Now, with a growing number of journals and theoretical articles dedicated to the 

scholarship of comics, comics are gaining importance as an academic discourse. As for the 

reasons why comics struggled for its cultural legitimatization, Hillary Chute quotes 

Groensteen’s four points: comic’s medium as an example of crossbreeding, its connection to 

caricature, its storytelling capacity considered to be inadequate and it seems to suggest send 

the reader back to childhood (Chute 1021). 

Not only did comics have to strive for their cultural legitimization but comic studies 

also lag behind in its critical apparatus to analyses them. Comics have to still rely on theories 

and terminology derived from other disciplines for its studies (Beaty 104). Nevertheless, 

works by McCloud, Groensteen have contributed to focus theories and terminologies which 

are specific to comic medium. The transmedial and intermedial practice of comics being 

adapted to other forms such as films, television series etc has created new dimension in 

Comic studies. However, Greg M Smith argues that the study of “comics and …” (he means 

study of comics with other medium such as films) might run risk of neglecting the comic 
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itself and just prioritize elements such as characters, storyline etc which are carried across the 

media. He also mentions comics are enriched with its long histories and complex, multimodal 

narrative which makes it even harder to analyses them (Smith 110). 

In another context, Lefèvre discusses that although film and comics are closely related 

in terms of their story telling by series of images, he thinks they are incompatible visual 

ontologies. He argues how silence of a comic differs from sound of a film, difficulty to 

approach drawings to photography for e.g. to replicate violence from comics, exclusive 

characteristics of page panel and film screen and deletion/addition of adapted comics for 

screen play of the film. In addition to these inconveniences of adapting comics into films, he 

demonstrates the difference in their materiality and reception of both medium by audiences 

and concludes that to evaluate film and comic on the basis of its own medium rather than 

questioning if the film was successful adaptation or not (Lefèvre 12). Regardless of 

intertextuality between an adapted film and comic, the success in reception of each medium 

is independent of each other (in case of film adaptation to comics or vice-versa) which 

supports Lefèvre’s claim of judging films as films and comics as comics. Although 

transmedial practice between comics and film occurs, it is crucial to treat each of them as 

different media when it comes to analyzing them as both of them has medium specific 

features and constraints. 

  For the essay, I am choosing a graphic novel and film as my case studies. I believe 

this short introduction of comic studies will give insight that although literal comparisons 

between comic and film are impracticable, yet we can observe some affinity as both medium 

uses visual element for their narration. The essay will approach both media forms from a 

narratological point of view and I will base my analysis on narratological element i.e. 

characters. 
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 In theories of narrative, “Character is text or media based figure in a story world, 

usually human or human like” (Jannisdis, 14).  The characters are studied as a part of 

narrative as their relationship to events, their actions and role in formulation of plot. Apart 

from these, characters are also explored according to other criteria. “Until recently , there was 

nothing like a coherent field of research for the concept of character, but only a loose set of 

notions related to it of knowledge necessary to understand characters, characterization as 

process and result, the relation of the reader to a character centering around the notions of 

identification and empathy, etc.” (Jannisdis 16).  “Characters have long been regarded as 

fictive people” (Jannisdis, 16). Narratologists like Mieke Bal describe characters as fabricated 

creatures made up from fantasy, imitation, memory: paper people, without flesh and blood 

(Bal, 115).  The ontological status of character has been debatable for long period of time and 

criticism has been made about mimetic understanding of characters. “Despite this criticism, 

the reduction of characters to words was not convincing, for it posed many practical problems 

in literary criticism and also seemed unsatisfactory for theoretical reasons” (Jannidis 17). 

  A series of essays by Uri Margolin has helped to clarify some unsolved issues about 

ontology of characters in the field of narratology. Fotis Jannidis quotes Uri Margolin’s 

concept of character as a general semiotic element, independent of any particular verbal 

expression and ontologically different from it and how characters come into existence and 

what constitutes their identity, especially in storyworlds as a transtextual concept (Jannidis, 

17).  

 Apart from ontological status of characters, characters are also studied based on their 

types, functions, meanings, their transmedial and media specific aspects etc. The reading or 

analysis of characters could be categorized in three points i) how the producer of characters 

such as authors, filmmakers etc could craft characters to evoke certain thoughts, feelings and 

lasting effects in the targeted audience? ii) How critics could understand and interpret 
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characters? iii) How characters in their socio-cultural contexts can be used empirical 

production and reception process for cultural theory and sociology? (Eder Jannidis Schneider 

4). So far four types of study for the characters have been used which are Hermeneutic, 

Psychoanalytic, Structuralist and semiotic along with Cognitive theories. (Eder Jannidis 

Schneider 5) 

Before I discuss about my thesis claim and objectives for research, I want to give a short 

synopsis of both graphic novel and film. This essay will explore a graphic novel, American 

Born Chinese and a film, Ghost World on the basis of their narrative, mainly based on their 

characters. American Born Chinese is a graphic novel by Gene Luen Yang in 2006 which 

was awarded the Michael 2007 L. Printz Award. Basically it is a graphic novel	  composed of	  

hree different narratives and later on merges into one at the climax. It consists of three 

characters who are narrating the story i.e. the Monkey King, Jin Wang and Danny. The story 

of the Monkey King is derived from Chinese folklore with slight variation to adapt to the 

graphic novel. Jin Wang’s story is a coming of age story of second generation Chinese 

immigrant living in suburban area of America. Danny’s story consists of a character Chin-

Kee which portrays racial stereotype of Asian American through demeanor and behavior.  

Ghost World is a coming of age film directed by Terry Zwigoff which was loosely 

adapted from an underground comic with same name by Daniel Clowes. The screenplay was 

written by Daniel Clowes and Terry Zwigoff. The film established its cult status as the 

representation of adolescence is considered closely related life like scenario. The story 

depicts the story of two teenage girls, Enid and Rebecca, after their high school graduation. 

The main protagonist Enid shares a brief relationship with a middle aged man Seymour 

which further complicates Enid’s journey towards adolescence. Enid’s unstable family ties 

and friends add up to Enid’s identity conflict and search for its reconciliation. 
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This essay will explore both the narrative of the film and the graphic novel based on 

an analysis of their characters. My thesis is that the polarity of characters’ traits and their 

interrelationship to each other define identity construction of a narrative agent in a text. To 

support my argument, I will use theories by Uri Margolin concerning the ontological aspect 

of characters such as character’s individuality and their own uniqueness (Margolin, 849). Uri 

Margolin divides the character’s individuality into two categories: extensional individuality 

consisting of character’s proper name, spatiotemporal location and world mates or co-agents 

and other one is intentional which are physical, verbal and mental actions of character 

(Margolin,852).  

Firstly I will discuss character’s individuality by exploring ascribed properties to 

characters. In other words, the characters will be studied on the basis of their characterization 

which can include discussion from character’s proper name to presence of peculiar traits to 

the character. “Characterization can be described as ascribing information to an agent in the 

text so as to provide a character in the storyworld with a certain property or properties, a 

process often referred to as ascribing a property to a character”(Jannidis,21). The study of 

characterization is crucial because it helps to understand a character as paradigm of traits how 

it is unique than other characters. After analysis of characterization, the characters will be 

divided into central axes where central character is compared to other characters and  in 

peripheral semantic axes secondary characters are analyzed in relation to each other. The 

essay will study Enid in the case of the film and Jin Wang in the graphic novel as central 

character for the graphic novel for their coming of age narrative respectively. I will use the 

notion of character constellation by Elke Platz-Waury to understand the interrelation of 

characters. In addition to these concepts from Uri Margolin and Elke Platz-Waury, I will also 

use concept of restricted and general arthrology from Thiery Groensteen to understand how 
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visual elements helps in identity construction of character, which will be discussed in detail 

later.  

I have chosen the graphic novel and the film on basis of their thematic similarity and 

also, to show how a reading of the characters varies across different type of narrative 

mediums. As a part of my thesis claim, characters with their traits are first introduced to 

analyze their individuality and followed by interrelation of characters to establish them in the 

narrative. I have chosen Enid as the central character of the film and Jin as the central 

character for the graphic novel for analysis. 

In the graphic novel, American Born Chinese the reader get introduced to the 

character Monkey King. His origin from the rock, his kingdom and his quest to master 

different discipline establishes him as curious yet determined towards his goal i.e. to establish 

himself as a heavenly deity. His rebellious nature is portrayed by his action to defy or win 

over different kingdoms. This anthropomorphic character is shown with recognition of his 

new earned capabilities yet he seems to be doubtful about them when he fails to prove his 

independent existence in front of Tze-Yo-Tzuh, the creator. The Monkey King is buried by 

mountain of rock as punishment of his foolishness by Tze-Yo-Tzuh and later on, he gets 

rescued by a monk. This event shows the Monkey King’s unaccomplished journey to be a 

heavenly deity or   in other words, to overcome just being a monkey. The Monkey King is 

brought to realization with self acceptance of his origin. 

The second character, Jin Wang is the main protagonist of the graphic novel whose 

journey towards adolescence is portrayed while he adapts to an American society. Being 

from different ethnic background, Jin tries to seclude himself from other white kids. Jin 

makes a constant effort to adjust to the societal norms sometimes experimenting with his 
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looks or sometimes trying to fit with his White friends. Jin seems vulnerable when presenting 

himself at the school and shows his repressed feeling through his imagination.  

The third character, Wei Chen is classmate of Jin Wang who has Asian origin too. His 

acclimatized nature in the school or in the society helps him to befriend other fellow 

classmates and also finds his love interest, Suzy. Although he is aware of his cultural 

background, he does not seem to be in constant denial about it. His friendship with Jin fosters 

over the time, suffers with some personal conflicts and finally grips stability at the end of 

story. 

The fourth character, Danny who is a white American boy is an ideal case of Jin’s 

imagination. Danny is introduced as transformation of Jin which seems vague at the 

beginning but during the climax this becomes more precise. Danny is a teenager with regular 

lifestyle at school and home. He is confused about his relation with Chinese cousin Chin-Kee 

which seems bizarre to him. The fifth character, Chin-Kee is outrageously depicted 

stereotypes of Asian American. From his bodily feature such as slanted eyes, traditional 

clothing and even his long pigtail adds up to characterization of Chin-Kee. His heavily 

accented conversation and portrayal of nerdy personality also compliment his stereotypical 

depiction. Chin-Kee’s indifference to his cousin and his surrounding can be read as aloofness 

developed by the social rejection. 

Uri Margolin states how the proper name assigned to the character is a part of 

character’s individuality (Margolin, 852). For example, the adapted mythological tale in the 

graphic novel whose protagonist is the Monkey King derives its proper name from the 

original mythological tale, The Journey to the West. Even the name “Monkey King” hints at 

the anthropomorphic traits of this character. Both Jin Wang and Wei Chen give the cue about 

racial background of these two characters.  Likewise the construct of name, Danny a common 
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American name sets the character aside from other agents suggesting its distinction. The 

name of the character, Chin-Kee is the most controversial one. It derives its name from 

cultural context of stereotyping Asian or Asian American with slanted eye structure i.e. 

Chinks. This name compliments the agent because the character itself is portraying the 

representation of imposed cultural remarks about Asian American.  

Uri Margolin also mentions how the spatiotemporal location and co-agents also sums 

up the individuality of a character (Margolin, 852). Although I will talk in detail about 

spatiotemporal location with help of arthrology later in the essay, it is important to notice 

how characters are introduced to the reader. The graphic novel introduces the Monkey King, 

Jin Wang, Wei Chen, Danny and Chin-Kee in this order.  

Uri Margolin proposed four operations for the identification of IND (non-

actualization agent) on the basis of ascription of properties and relations to the IND, its 

distinction from other world mates or co-agent and networking or hierarchization of these 

properties into integrated global pattern (Margolin, 850). Based on this theory, I will analysis 

Jin Wang’s character relation to other characters as a central semantic axis and relationship of 

other characters to each other as peripheral semantic axes. 

“Once a selection has been made of the relevant semantic axes, it can function as a 

means of mapping out the similarities and oppositions between the persons” (Bal, 126). 

According to Elke Platz-Waury, the relationships between characters are determined by 

relations of importance, correspondences and contrast of properties and functions, interaction  

and communication, conflict and agreement, mutual seeing and listening to, wishes and 

desires, power and value systems, narration and being narrated, perspective and participation 

(Eder, Jannidis, Schneider, 26). Having gone through the different properties of characters, I 

will now focus on the distinction of Jin’s character in relation to other agents and the 
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networks established through agents in the narrative. Jin’s narrative is a coming of age story 

that typically shows the character’s growth towards adolescence through his interaction with 

other agents. The role of character can also pointed out by the genre of text itself. “…the 

Bildungsroman featuring two protagonists, which tend to be contrasted in terms of the 

motivation and the success of their development, etc.” (Eder Jannidis Schneider 44).  Jin’s 

relationship to Wei Cheng can be drawn upon as a requirement of the genre. The difference 

in between the motivation of these two characters can be easily understood in the graphic 

novel for e.g. Jin’s tries to avoid personal interaction with his Asian friends such as Wei 

Chen and Suzy Nakamura whereas Wei does not seem to have issue in this regard. Wei Chen 

tries to build relationship with Jin, although Jin seems reluctant due to his nature. Wei Chen 

even helps Jin in his attempt to establish interracial dating with Amelia (Chaney, 136). The 

relation between Jin and Wei takes a turn after Jin kisses Suzy, the love interest of Wei Chen. 

“We’re brothers, Jin. We’re Blood” (Yang 190, emphasis in the original). Although Wei 

insisted to Jin on their bond through relationship, Jin shows inconsideration towards Wei by 

repetitive remarks about him as F.O.B (Fresh off the boat). Jin’s behavior can also be read as 

how he tries to disconnect himself from people sharing similar ethnical identity with him.  

The main difference in the motivation of these two characters is to be assimilated in a 

society or not. Regardless of remark made by Jin Wang to Wei Chen, reader can easily 

distinguish their dissimilarity of motivation (i.e. Jin’s struggle to conform in the society and 

Wei’s effort to adapt to the society) when Wei Chen appears with his new hip hop avatar with 

flashy accessories. The development of characters towards achievement of their motivation in 

the narrative can also hint us about polarity of two agents’ i.e. self acceptance of Jin and new 

avatar of Wei. This contrasting set of properties of Wei and Jin helps reader to establish 

identity construction of these agents. 
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As the story unfolds, a reader gets introduced that “Danny has been a psychic 

projection of Jin Wang’s ideal self ” (Chaney, 136). For example, Jin desires to have curly 

blonde hair to impress Amelia gets fulfilled with Danny’s emergence of blonde hair as one of 

the character’s trait. “ … Danny is shown in his narrative not just white, but to embody the 

very type of blonde, spikey-haired whiteness elsewhere valorized as an ideal unattainable to 

Asian characters”(Chaney,136). 

 Uri Margolin defines itinerant individuals as “Some narratives include different 

versions of the same IND in different narrative sub domains, one of them existing in the 

textual actual world (what ‘really’ happens) and another in the belief worlds of one or more 

narrative agents” (Margolin, 864). The itinerant individuals, Danny and Jin show how 

contrariety in cultural practices and racial appearance creates individuality in these characters 

although they belong to one entity, i.e. Jin.  

 Chin-Kee enters as Danny’s cousin in the story. Although there is not direct 

relationship between Chin Kee and Jin but as Danny is a part of Jin, there is implicit relation 

between them. The detail on interrelation between Chin-Kee and Danny will be discussed 

later during analysis of secondary semantic axes.  

Afterwards, when the narrative of Monkey King gets interwoven to Danny’s (Jin’s 

double) narrative, then Chin- Kee is revealed as the Monkey King. The relationship of Jin 

and the Monkey King shares similarity in how the characters develop first defying their racial 

identity and finally accepting it. “… with the final crossing over of the Monkey King story 

into that of Wang’s, provide the foundation (cultural) for building and growing a strong 

Asian identity in a sea xenophobes” (Aldama, 8). In spite of attainment of all the disciplines, 

the Monkey King could not establish himself as a heavenly deity or be accepted as a human 
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form. Only after help from a monk, the Monkey King could only gain his self acceptance.  

Likewise, the Monkey King helps Danny to overcome his identity conflict. 

“To find your true identity within the will of Tze-Yo- Tzuh that is the highest of all 

freedoms” (Yang, 149). When the monk tries to convince the Monkey King with his words, it 

is recognized that only when one accepts his/her true form or original existence will be 

followed by inner peace (if we assume Tze-Yo-Tzuh, the creator as a metaphor for ontology). 

In other words, the monk is trying to induce the fact that one can neither by acquiring 

external knowledge (in case of the Monkey King) or modifying outer appearance (in case of 

Danny/Jin) would help to defy the original form of an entity nor it will bring satisfaction to 

one.  

When the Monkey King reveals his disguise as Chin-Kee, Jin questions that if he tried 

to cause trouble with such stereotypical behaviors. “You misunderstood my intentions, Jin. I 

did not come to punish you. I came to serve as your conscience – as a signpost to your soul” 

(Yang 221).  This awareness or lesson brought to Jin by a mythological character, the 

Monkey King could be understood as how the truth about actual existence remains same 

irrespective of time period. “…by transforming the proverbial monkey’s tale into one of self-

search and self-acceptance, provides an illuminating parallel to Jin Wang’s/ Danny’s coming 

of age narrative” (Fu 275). In this way, both the journey of Monkey King and Jin Wang starts 

off by rebelling against their true selves, trying different modification to defy it and finally 

settling down with self acceptance. 

Now, I will discuss about other peripheral semantic axes of characters which are relationship 

between the Monkey King-the Monk, the Monkey King- Chin-Kee, the Monkey King –Wei 

Chen and Danny-Chin Kee. The monk was sent on conquest to the journey where he had to 

rescue the Monkey King by bringing him to realization about his true identity. Likewise, after 
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being rescued by the monk, the Monkey King helps Jin to resolve his identity crisis. In this 

regard, the roles of both the Monkey King and the monk become analogous to each other. 

             In case of Monkey King and Chin-Kee some similarities can be drawn not just 

because of their transformation to each other but also in similar properties found in both 

character. For illustration, Chin-Kee’s all round expertise in different field can be compared 

to the Monkey King’s mastery of all disciplines.  Chin-Kee could be perceived as the 

monkey’s evil double and the Monkey King as a source of cultural empowerment in Jin 

Wang’s personal development (Fu 275).  This paradigm of variable traits in the Monkey King 

and Chin-Kee gives different dimension in Jin’s coming of age journey. 

 The relationship between the Monkey King and Wei Chen only gets clear after the 

Monkey King discloses to Jin his disguised identity. Wei Chen is the son of the Monkey King 

sent to the mortal world for his test of virtue in a human form (Yang 217). During a visit, Wei 

Chen shows his contradicting view point about the creator and denies accepting his father’s 

opinion about human being as pinnacle of creator’s creation. “I’ve found humans to be petty, 

soulless creatures. The thought of serving them sickens me” (Yang 219). This opposing view 

of Wei Chen in answer to his father’s perception about human beings compels a reader to 

ponder on the other side of human action or attitude. 

The agents like Danny and Chin Kee can be understood as  “… each IND (non 

actualization agent) must at each point be different from all its world mates in one or more 

properties. However, the properties which are unique to each member of a set of coexisting 

INDs may belong to different categories or dimensions so that their bearers cannot be further 

related” (Margolin 854). This explains how Danny’s and Chin-Kee’s peculiarities can gives 

us grasp about their traits’ polarity could not help to build interrelation between them. “I’m 

nothing like him. I don’t even know how we’re related.” (Yang 123) Danny is in constant 

refusal about his relationship to Chin-Kee. 
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 The differences in traits between these two characters are so vast (for example, 

difference in ethnic background of both characters) that although the story put forth relation 

between Danny and Chin-Kee as cousins creates a confusing state for the readers. The only 

common event that occurs to both characters is multiple abrupt bodily changes of Jin/Danny 

and the Monkey King/ Chin-Kee. “Danny’s embodied ideal inversely parallels Chin Kee’s 

hyper re-enactment of racist Asian stereotypes such that both are exposed as pasteboard 

constructions when all three storylines abruptly converge” (Chaney 136). 

Now moving on to the film, I will begin with relation of protagonist Enid with other 

characters and later on, explain the connection of other characters among themselves. When 

we come to ascribing traits of Enid, we are introduced with her unique taste in music, 

dressing sense and also how she thinks about life. “In 18-year-old Enid, Clowes has gives us 

a character in the midst of confronting just this quandary of the absurdity of the world” (Paul 

Cannis  Laura Cannis 143). She seems to be experimenting with her looks most of the time. 

And she also becomes upset if she doesn’t get appreciation from people around her. She 

seems naïve at times but her experimental nature can be perceived as she is searching for 

identity to fit in her adolescent life. Enid character is in constant search for authenticity and 

historicity. Enid involves other characters in her search for authenticity in one way or other, 

which will be explored in detail along with Enid’s relation with respective characters. 

               Enid is introduced as a high school graduate along with her friend Rebecca or 

Becky as her nickname. “Best friend since elementary school, the lonely,sardonic Enid and 

Rebecca her slightly more conventional companion, negotiate the complex territory between 

high school graduation and the plunge into adulthood” (Hiroux 293). Enid and Rebecca get 

along with each other like any other teenage friends. They go to shopping malls, spend time 

with each other in regular basis before arrival of Seymour, love interest of Enid.  
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Enid (Thora Birch) and Rebecca (Scarlett Johansson), who are working out of 

a combination of adolescent angst and resentment that informs both their 

resistance to a phony middle-class world and their attempts to adjust to it 

without losing their self-ascribed marginal status (Giroux 293) 

Rebecca also becomes part of Enid’s search for authenticity when they explore a retro dinner 

called Wowsville. Both of them mock about the background song from wrong era, the look of 

the waiter which does not match the dinner’s claim from 50’s era. Rebecca and Enid enjoy 

stalking “weirdo” and constructing different narratives about them. “Biting sarcasm is 

interlaced with Enid’s comic-like portraits of the various adults they [Enid and Rebecca] 

encounter along the way. Nobody appears to escape their sardonic looks, commentaries and 

visual escapades”. (Hiroux 295) 

Rebecca can be read as prototype character for Bildungsroman as mentioned before in 

case of Jin Wang and Wei Cheng, required for showing contrasting motivation to main 

protagonist Enid. Rebecca’s character has certainty in her beliefs about how she wants to 

proceed into adulthood. For example, she wants to find a job, get her an apartment and live 

with her friend Enid. So in order to live with her envision, she convinces Enid to find a job 

and support her for their new step towards adulthood. Enid gets a job, arranges garage sale to 

collect money for the purpose and she tries to fit into her friend’s Rebecca’s expectation. 

However, Enid losses her job and also starts losing interest in Rebecca’s plan.  

Rebecca: You’re the psycho! You haven’t been able to deal with anything 

since high school ended!   

Enid: You’re the one who’s still living out some stupid seventh-grade fantasy! 

(Zwigoff) 
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“Rebecca disapproves of Enid’s inability to move forward, and Enid is confused by how 

easily Rebecca adapts to the world they both despise while in high school” (Hiroux 295) The 

drifting relation between Enid and Rebecca as well as Enid’s closeness with Seymour puts 

Enid in conflict about her thoughts and feelings. “Enid, more so than Rebecca, clearly 

chooses to haunt the margins she is not interested in being ‘hero’ of her own life-but the film 

nevertheless shows us that she is trapped all the same” (Flanagan 153 emphasis in the 

original). 

As the film continues, Enid is shown with another character Roberta who is her art 

teacher. Roberta introduces herself to the class by displaying a bizarre looking movie clip 

which she claims to say so much about her. Her outlook suggests influence of Hippie era in 

her personality. She seems to favor students who match her ideological interest. Initially, 

Enid‘s drawings are not appreciated by Roberta stating that they are mere comical depiction 

and the lack social commentary does not give depth to her drawings. 

Enid’s life is a constant struggle to prove her existence among the inhabitants 

of an utterly conventional, blandly middle class world; for instance her art 

class, her expressive and highly personal cartoons are initially overlooked by 

her patronizingly liberal teacher in favor of facile social commentary of a 

classmate’s work (Flanagan 153) 

Coincidently, Enid finds a grotesquely caricatured racist poster from Coon Chicken that she 

gets rom Seymour. Enid convinces Robert about her “found art object” that the racist 

advertisement shows how racism was more open in past and now it is just being whitewashed 

in society. Now, Enid’s presentation fits in Roberta’s expectation and Roberta helps to get 

scholarship for Enid in high school. Once again, Enid uses an element from history i.e. the 

poster to incorporate it into her search for authenticity. 
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 Enid’s relationship with a middle aged man Seymour is intriguing and also adds a 

new dimension to Enid’s journey to adulthood. Seymour’s character is shown with much 

isolation from social activity and he seems to be comfortable with his own niche filled old 

records and objects he likes. Seymour first becomes a victim of blind date prank by Enid and 

Rebecca. As Enid and Rebecca stalk Seymour, they come to know more about him and Enid 

gets a chance to interact with Seymour through garage sale transaction. “But Enid is intrigued 

by Seymour’s sad-sack looks, his commitment to old blues music and various collections of 

Americana, his intelligence, and his utterly alienated life” (Hiroux 295).  

Enid enjoys company of Seymour and also agrees to be his “personal dating service”. 

Enid remarks Seymour’s room filled with different collective objects is like her dream room. 

Seymour in reply inquires Enid, “You think it’s healthy to obsessively collect things? You 

can’t coonect with other people so you fill your life with stuff… I’m just like all the rest of 

these pathetic collector losers” (Zwigoff). This instance questions fascination about the latest 

capitalist commodity culture and the consequences from it. Seymour’s comment leaves Enid 

to ponder about her attachment with objects and aloofness from people around herself. 

Although Enid is reluctant to let go her possessions in garage sales, we can see at the end of 

film she sets her journey with a small bag for journey. It shows the growth of the character 

Enid and how she steps with new set of ideological beliefs for her maturity. Enid sees 

Seymour as grown up version of her and also share similar thought pattern as Seymour. 

Seymour: Yeah, well it’s simple for everybody else – give’em a Big Mac and 

a pair of Nikes and they’re happy! I just can’t relate to 99.9% of humanity. 

Enid: Yeah, well, I can’t relsate to humanity either, but I don’t think it’s 

totally hopeless. (Zwigoff) 
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The relation between Seymour and Enid is also interesting in a regard that we see 

exchange of gender roles between them. Seymour does not have stereotypical notion of 

masculinity. Seymour is more subtle in usage of language or in his behavior as whole 

whereas on the other hand, Enid seems more expressive and her use of explicit language at 

times leaves Seymour in awkward position. For an illustration, when Enid visits Anthony’s 

sex shop along with Seymour, Enid is more outspoken talking about sex rather than Seymour 

who looks more uncomfortable. The juxtaposition of vulnerable Seymour and candid Enid 

gives stronger character presence to End and also puts forth notion of exchanging gender 

roles which is more common in suburban lifestyle. 

Likewise, fragile relationship of Enid with her timid dad and her absent mother shows 

weak family ties of Enid. “Enid in Ghost World appears to have lost her mother (although the 

film does not specify whether this is through death or parental break-up), resulting in family 

unit consisting of Enid and her well-meaning but utterly suburban and conformist (unnamed) 

father (Bob Balaban)” (Flanagan 145). “Enid’s father is kind, but mostly he allows his 

daughter to launch herself into the world on her own unguided course” (Cannis Cannis 133). 

Enid’s dad character does not seem to have strong presence in the film. Enid tends to hide her 

anxiety within herself rather getting consolation from her father. Her father’s ties with 

Maxine, whom Enid despises, could also be another reason isolated relation with her father.  

Enid’s relationship with her friend Josh can be seen as friendship . 

 Josh is a paragon of dignity in a world of misshapen bodies and twisted souls: 

 he’s attractive in a simple, understated way; kind and socially concerned and  
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tolerant of Enid and Rebecca’s incessant teasing. But Josh seems also to be 

perhaps at a loss at what to do with his life. As a regular, decent person, it is 

difficult for him to find where he fits in – hence, his friendship with weird  

girls like Enid and Rebecca (Cannis Cannis 151). 

Although Josh does not contribute much for the development of character Enid but his 

role similar to Enid’s father and Seymour does not bear stereotypical notion of masculinity. 

Enid and Rebecca derives humor by making mocking about his sexuality and labeling him as 

gay. 

Enid’s relation with a character Norman who is an old man always seen waiting for a 

bus (which looks not in service in the beginning of the film) has its own importance in 

growth of Enid.  

  Enid: Do you remember me? 

  Norman: Sure… Sure 

Enid: You know, you are like the only person in this world that I can count on. 

No matter what, I know you will always be here. 

   Norman: Well, that’s what you think. I’m leaving the town. 

Although the affinity between two seems implicit in the film, but only when Enid leaves the 

town at the end film it becomes clear about Enid’s relationship with Norman. Norman 

believed in himself for getting into the bus for his journey, although people around him keep 

insisting about the discontinuity of bus. When Enid saw Norman getting into the bus, she also 

boards the bus the next morning. This shows how Norman’s belief in him has affected Enid 
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and she tries to live her dream of going to some random place without informing anyone, as 

in her conversation with Seymour. 

 The relation between Rebecca-Seymour and Josh-Seymour are all based with relation 

of each character to Enid.  Rebecca thinks that Seymour could be a reason for her drifting 

relation with Enid. Likewise, Seymour thinks of Josh as a cause for Enid’s ignorant behavior 

towards him. Similarly, Enid envies Dana for growing relation with Seymour. It is observable 

from these interrelation of secondary characters is helping to develop identity of central 

character Enid.  The tension created between secondary characters helps the viewer to 

understand their relation with Enid and how Enid is unaware about her significance in other’s 

lives. 

             I have analyzed that how characters differ from each other with their individual traits 

and their interrelation is creating a platform for Enid’s growth. Enid’s weak family tie with 

her dad is causing her to seek affinity around her friends. Although Rebecca shares Enid’s 

beliefs in the beginning, they gradually grow apart due to dissimilarity in their interests. 

Then, Enid starts to relate more with Seymour however Seymour’s aloofness from the society 

compels her to think about her own objectives and ideology. By the end of film, Enid is seen 

going for own dream after seeing Norman following his dream irrespective of other’s 

opinion. Even if the film has open ending, Enid’s agency about her decision becomes clearer, 

which is the first step towards her adulthood. 

Now I will explore the visual narrative of both mediums to show how placements of 

panels or shots add to characterization. Both the graphic novel and the film use visual 

narrative for their storytelling. The visual elements also add depth to characterization in terms 

of their appearance and the ambience they create for visual backdrop. Therefore, it is also 

essential to analyze the visual narrative to understand individuality of character and how each 
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character is placed in relation to each other. As I have mentioned before, restricted and 

general arthrology will be used to analysis how the order of panels in sequence or distant 

helps establishing characters relationship with each other. Although arthrology is used to 

study comics, but the essay will explore arthrology to analyze how the shots appear in film, 

either in continued sequence or after intervals. In other words, arthrology will be used to 

study how editing of the film has contributed to establish its characters. In the case of the 

film, the discussion is focused on visual narrative rather than auditory aspect of film although 

it has its own significance for the medium. 

 Groensteen argues that comic tends to incline towards narrative drawing. 

(Groensteen, 105) Thierry Groensteen introduces “arthrology” as generic term which has 

etymological root from Greek term arthron meaning articulation (Groensteen 21). He 

classifies arthrology into two sections. Restricted arthrology deals panels in sequence or the 

panels in linear form. General arthrology deals panels in translinear or distant. In this essay, I 

will only use selected concepts from restricted arthrology which are “the planes of meaning” 

and “the importance of gutter”.  These concepts will be discussed in detailed along with 

accompanied panels from the graphic novel and shots from the film. Likewise, the concept of 

braiding from general arthrology, to analyze panels or shot that occurs in distant. 

Braiding is the precisely the operation that, from the point of creation, 

programs and carries out this sort of bridging. It consists of an addition and 

remarkable structuration that, taking account of the breakdown and the page 

layout, defines a series within a sequential framework. 

In American Born Chinese, Jin Wang is introduced with his favorite transformer toy. Later in 

the story, Jin Wang himself gets transformed into Danny. Although these panels occur in the 

distant, these braiding panels help the reader to recurring notion of transformation which 
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become part of  the character’s growth.

  

Fig.1 Jin with his favorite transformer toy (Yang 28) 

	  

Fig.2 Jin transforming into Danny (Yang 194) 

 

Similarly the concept of braiding can also be applied to the film Ghost World, when Enid and 

Norman frequently appear together (at intervals) shows that how Norman becomes part of 

Enid’s growth although it only becomes apparent in the end when Enid takes the bus from the 

same route that Norman boarded. Even though Norman’s character does not share more 

space with Enid like Rebecca or Seymour in the film, but the significance of Norman’s 

character is as crucial as Rebecca or Seymour for Enid’s adolescent journey. 
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Fig 3. Enid is frequently seen with Norman at the bus stop which also becomes the departure 

point for Enid at the end of film. 

 Groensteen discusses different planes of meaning while reading a comic. First, how 

the reader observes and identifies, secondly draws relationship of current panel that is being 

read in relation to panels preceding and following panel to it and thirdly the reader identifies 

and circumscribe a story segment of any length which is characterized by a unity of action 

and /or space (Groensteen 111). An interesting sequence occurs between Jin Wang and Wei 

Chen where a panel showing a depiction of monkey is placed between Jin Wang and Wei 

Chen. First, the reader identifies and observes the different panels and the gutter (white space 

between panels) also plays a role in here. The reader can then identify the unity of action 

these panels are trying to portray i.e. Jin Wang knows the real identity of Wei Chen who is 

the son of Monkey King although Wei Chen appears with his new hip-hop avatar. 

 

Fig. 4 When Jin Wang meets Wei Chen after he learns about Wei Chen’s identity (Yang 229) 
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In the film, Ghost World Enid is shown having a hard time adjusting to her work place and as 

a result she gets fired from the job. Immediately after this sequence, Enid goes to Rebecca’s 

working place to tell about Rebecca about how she loses her job in the very first day. This 

placement of sequence about Enid getting fired from the job followed by Rebecca doing her 

job regardless of annoying customers helps a viewer to compare and contrast Rebecca’s 

willingness to assimilate in society than Enid.  

 

Fig. 5 Enid gets fired from job and she goes to tell Rebecca about losing job.  

 Groensteen also mentions the importance of the gutter which a white space or 

sometimes merely a line that separates the panels from each other. “[The gutter] is a forced 

virtual, an identifiable absence. The gutter is simply the symbolic site of this absence” 

(Groensteen 113). In American Born Chinese, preceding each chapter there is a page with 

small pictorial depiction of character related to chapter, is creating curiosity for the reader 

before they plunge into the narrative. The whitespace around the image or the gutter is 

creating absence which lets the reader to focus on the character and also, provides hint about 

the character with their particular expression such as astonished face of Monkey King, 

gloomy expression of Jin Wang and wicked appearance of Chin-Kee. Similarly at the very 

end of book, a single panel shows a You Tube video player consisting Jin Wang and Wei 

Chen where seems to be in some kind of activity. This panels shows hints for the reader 

about Jin Wang’s effort to assimilate with American culture. 
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Fig. 6 Pictorial introduction of characters related to three different narratives  

 

Fig. 7 Jin Wang and Wei Chen appearing in You Tube video 

 “[Ghost World] presents cultural choice, and the pressure to assimilate within the 

middle-class mainstream as the emblematic obstacle in Enid’s negotiation of the transition 

from youth to adult” (Flanagan 152). Throughout the film, Enid’s character first relates to her 

father as a family, her childhood friend Rebecca, her art teacher Roberta, her “hero” Seymour 

and random stranger Norman. The film shows how each character has been part of Enid’s 

coming of age narrative. The interrelation between characters and also their uniqueness from 

each other contributes in identity construction of each character. Enid’s character follows a 

divergent path of relating herself to other characters in her search for an identity throughout 
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the film whereas in Jin Wang’s case is convergent, when other characters relate themselves to 

Jin for helping him to solve his ethnic identity crisis. 

 This essay has explored how characters’ own uniqueness and relation to other 

characters inform and shape characters’ identity construction. The characters from the 

coming of age stories in the graphic novel and the film were studied to show how their own 

individuality and their affinity with other characters help them to situate themselves in the 

plot. Sometimes, the identity of an agent change in the narrative or it can even be blurred for 

example in case of Danny and Jin Wang, but at one point their distinctive qualities from each 

other helped reader to recognize the presence of two characters. Characters are not just 

fictitious people they also represent abstract principle or a set of ideologies for illustration 

Enid’s character shows traces of Existentialism. Characters are also used to portray 

stereotypes like Chin-Kee and some characters works in tandem such as Jin Wang and Wei 

Chen to show contrasting set of beliefs. The agent’s intrinsic qualities such as appearance, 

gender, age etc is as crucial as its connection to other agents. Additionally, the essay also 

presented how the visual narrative and its placement in panels or shots are significant to show 

relation between the characters. 

In conclusion, it is not only about whether our empathy is drawn toward a character A 

or character B but also, it is important to understand that both characters are equally 

responsible for their growth and existence. 
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